NORDIC

NORDIC 60 Standard size
NORDIC 60 Large size

RECLINER & OTTOMAN

GLIDER
The Nordic recliner program from IMG offer unsurpassed comfort with high quality and a truly Nordic
design theme. The unique design with a laminated wood yoke and construction frames made of solid steel
ensure unquestionable comfort, stability and long lasting quality. The steel frames are covered with high
resilience cold-cure molded foam.

BENEFITS
ADJUSTABLE HEADREST SYSTEM

Exclusive adjustment system that allows your head
and neck to rest in an infinite number of comfort
positions.

COMFORT GLIDE RECLINING SYSTEM With
our frictionless patented reclining mechanism you
are able to adjust the backrest angle by simply
applying your body weight.
360º SWIVEL

With a very smooth 360 degree swivel you can
easily rotate the chair in either direction while
seated. Our swivel mechanism offers effortless
movement and unsurpassed stability.

FREESTANDING FOOTSTOOL

A freestanding footstool is the most comfortable
and practical solution for foot and leg support. It
can easily be moved and used as an extra seating
place. The freestanding footstool features an angel
top for enhanced leg support and better blood
circulation.

COLD-CURE FOAM CUSHIONING

This space-age material encases the interior steel
frame and sinuous springs, allowing for
body-friendly curvatures to be covered with
glove-fitted leather or upholstery.

2 DISTINCT SIZES AVAILABLE

Assuring a perfect fit for your comfort requirements.

THE CHOICE IS YOURS

Chair and ottoman are available with two bases; a
laminated wood ring base and classic wood star
base in a selection of custom finishes. You also
have a choice of leather and fabric upholstery.

WARRANTY. Ten years on steel frame and wood
frame breakage as well as moulded foam collapsing.
Five years on mechanisms and moving parts
breakage. Two years on leather and fabric covers.
Two years on motors, craftsmanship, other materials
and parts. See warranty policy for more details.

Three seat height options (ring base)

LOW

360° Swivel

STANDARD

Two ottoman height options
(ring base)

HIGH

Adjustable Headrest

Effortless Reclining

2 Sizes

Freestanding Footstool

NORDIC 60

RECLINER & OTTOMAN

Adjustable Headrest support allows your head and neck
to rest in an infinite number of comfort positions.

Back and lumbar
support through
molded cold-cured foam.

An interior steel frame with sinuous springs is encased in cold-cured
foam cushions. These in turn are covered with glove-fitted upholstery.

Ottoman cushion is
ergonomically sloped for
maximum leg comfort.

Comfort Glide
System™ provides
effortless motion.
The laminated wood frame with steel structure
provides long-term stability and longevity.

Available in 2 base styles:
Ring base and wood star base.

FUNCTIONS

360°

360° SWIVEL

EFFORTLESS RECLINING
MECHANISM

ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

ERGONOMICALLY SLOPED
OTTOMAN

BASE OPTIONS

STAR BASE

RING BASE
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Nordic 60 standard size

79 cm / 31.1 in

73 cm / 28.7 in

104 cm / 40.9 in

51 cm / 20 in

45 cm / 17.7 in

50 cm / 19.6 in

Nordic 60 large size

85 cm / 33.4 in

74 cm / 29.1 in

105 cm / 41.3 in

56 cm / 22 in

45 cm / 17.7 in

51 cm / 20 in

Nordic 60 Ottoman

50 cm / 19.6 in

42 cm / 16.5 in

43 cm / 16.9 in

38 cm / 14.9 in

* The dimensions are approximate and may vary with +/-2cm
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